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Many previous studies of the brain areas involved in reward prediction errors have not ac-

counted for the downstream projections of dopamine areas when interpreting these results. We

propose that paradigms like conditioned inhibition, which involves pairing a rewarded CS with an

inhibitor that always cancels the reward, can reduce this confound and allow for further specifica-

tion of the computational role different brain regions play into the RPE signal. Further predictions

of the role of different brain areas in reward learning and how positive and negative valence learning

interact in the brain are inspired by the PVLV model, a more biologically plausible alternative to

TD learning that uses two parameters, learned value and primary value, compared to the single

RPE parameter used by TD. To test the predictions of the PVLV model and compare activity

across different conditions that allowed us to examine the roles of different regions in RPE compu-

tation, we ran a conditioned inhibition fMRI study using juice rewards, with a particular focus on

examining the brain activity in several regions of interest in the PVLV model, including the ventral

striatum, central nucleus of the amygdala and lateral habenula. We found that the rewarded CS

activated the VTA/SN, consistent with many other studies of reward learning, as well as several

regions in the basal ganglia. There was also overlap between activations for the CS, CS+Inhibitor

and Inhibitor in the prefrontal cortex, insula and basal ganglia. Also, better than expected rewards

activated the medial OFC; while worse than expected rewards activated the lateral OFC. In the

amygdala, we found increased activity for the juice reward compared to the neutral solution, but we

did not find increased activity for the rewarded CS as predicted by the PVLV model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.0.1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning has been a central issue in psychology for at least 100 years, and has

inspired a multidisciplinary tradition of research on the behavioral, computational and biological

mechanisms involved in learning associations with reward. A major breakthrough in the field

occurred when the functional role of dopamine neurons was found to fit with formal learning

theories. [93, 95]. The key concept in reinforcement learning is a reward prediction error (RPE),

the difference between the amount of reward expected and the reward actually received, which is

directly encoded by dopamine neurons [94, 93]. When an unexpected positive valence reward is

received dopamine neurons respond with a burst when the reward is presented [57, 93]. Once the

reward becomes expected, dopamine neurons respond with a burst to the CS that predicts the

reward. If this reward is unexpectedly omitted, dopamine neurons will respond with a dip when

the reward was expected to occur. [93]

Recently, there have been many fMRI studies which have found this reward prediction signal

directly in the brain. However, this RPE signal has been observed in several regions, including the

amygdala [54, 56, 6], nucleus accumbens, [39, 55], ventral tegmental area [16] and ventromedial

prefrontal cortex [4, 89]. As these brain areas receive projections from dopamine neurons in the

midbrain, there is a possibility that the observed activity could be a downstream broadcast of the

RPE signal encoded by dopamine neurons. In this study, we got around this problem by using a

paradigm that minimizes this dopamine signal, while still maintaining reward associations. We did
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this by pairing a conditioned inhibitor with a positive valence CS. As a conditioned inhibitor is

defined by the ability to reduce the behavioral conditioned response in the opposite direction of the

excitatory CS, the pairing of the inhibitor with the positive CS effectively cancels out the positive

reward association, and inhibits dopamine neurons [105].

Conditioned inhibitors are interesting because they act similarly to negatively valenced stimuli

by reducing the overall conditioned response to an excitatory CS. [62], and there has been a lot of

interest in understanding the relationship between positive and negative valence pathways. A good

deal of evidence suggests that negative valence stimuli activate distinct aversive pathways in the

brain. Does a conditioned inhibitor activate the same negative valence pathways?

The diversity of neural pathways that contribute to a reward prediction error signal contrasts

with the simplicity of the prominent reward learning computational framework, temporal difference

learning (TD). There is an alternative model to TD, PVLV[71, 30], which explains the role of

differential neural pathways, motivated by existing data, in the computation of the RPE signal.

PVLV stands for primary value, learned value, which captures the model’s fundamental distinction

between the LV system, which controls anticipatory responding for CSes, and the PV system, which

controls responding for USes, at the time of reward presentation. Crucially, the PVi part of the

system decreases responses to expected rewards, accounting for the data showing that dopamine

firing at the time of US presentation decreases for expected rewards.

While this model provides one set of hypotheses about how these brain areas work to compute

reward prediction errors, we can also test these specific predictions in human fMRI studies. This

study provided one such test by using a conditioning paradigm called conditioned inhibition, which

can minimize the confounding influence of the widespread dopamine projections, hopefully allowing

us to more fully elucidate the role of these areas in the computation of reward prediction error.

1.0.2 Conditioned inhibition

Throughout life, we face many cases where a particular expected reward is not received. For

example, imagine a child in the kitchen who knows that his favorite cereal box is associated with a
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delicious sugar rush, but his mom doesn’t allow him to eat it. How does this affect the child? Does

the cereal become even more desirable when the mother isn’t around? And how does the child

feel about the mother (or father) figure that doesn’t allow the cereal to be eaten? This example

describes the situation of conditioned inhibition, which occurs in everyday life anytime a rewarded

CS is paired with something that makes the reward impossible to attain.

Conditioned inhibition involves first pairing a CS with reward, then introducing the condi-

tioned inhibitor, which always predicts cancellation of the reward when paired with an excitatory

CS. In monkey VTA and substantial nigra pars compacta (SNc), dopamine neurons responds with

an overall depression to the conditioned inhibitor, while they continue to respond with a burst

to the excitatory CS. [19]. While an excitatory CS is defined in terms of the ability to elicit a

conditioned response, a conditioned inhibitor is defined by the ability to reduce the behavioral con-

ditioned response caused by the excitatory CS [82]. A stimulus fits the definition of a conditioned

inhibitor if the combination of the excitatory CS and the inhibitor causes a reduced conditioned

response compared to the excitatory CS alone [82, 75]. Therefore, it is the laboratory equivalent of

the mother with cereal example described earlier, and the mother can be described as a conditioned

inhibitor if the child’s conditioned response to seeing the cereal box (say, reaching a hand inside

and grabbing some tasty froot loops) is reduced when the inhibitor (the mother) is around, but the

child still reaches into the froot loops box when alone.

Conditioned inhibition can address the concern that activity in many regions playing a role

in the computation of reward prediction error is confounded by prediction error signals because the

conditioned inhibition paradigm includes several conditions where dopamine signaling is actually

inhibited. Similarly, we chose the paradigm because it allowed us to test several specific hypotheses

about the brain systems involved in learning for both better than expected and worse than expected

trials, and how these signals train associations for the associated CSes. As described in further

detail in Section 1.0.5, the PVLV model generates a set of specific hypotheses about the brain areas

involved in each phase of learning for the conditioned inhibition task.
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1.0.3 Overview of PVLV model

Providing an alternative to temporal differences learning, the PVLV model [71, 30] describes

the role of distinct neural pathways in the computation of a reward prediction error signal, motivated

by existing data. In comparison to TD learning, which relies on the single mechanism of reward

prediction error, the PVLV model uses two mechanisms, but both models compute similar, but not

identical, values corresponding to dopamine release.

In the PVLV model, the fundamental distinction is between two different learning systems -

the LV system controls anticipatory responding to a CS that reliably predicts a reward, and the PV

system which regulates responses at the time of reward. In PVLV, the PV system regulates learning

at the time of reward presentation using the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule, which calculates the

difference between the expected reward value and the actual outcome, and then changes the synaptic

weights for the associated sensory input to reflect this difference.

How does the basic sequence of reward learning work in PVLV? We begin with a typical

reward learning trial, where a conditioned stimulus (CS) is followed by a primary positive valence

reward, which sends an input to the excitatory component of the PV system (PVe), corresponding

to neurons in the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA) that receive direct projections from sensory

areas associated with primary rewards and send a excitatory projection to the midbrain dopamine

nuclei [30]. As shown in Figure 1.1, this causes dopamine release, which causes learning in two

PVLV subsystems, LVe and PVi, which will regulate later responses to this primary reward and

conditioned stimulus. Once an association between a conditioned stimulus and a reward is learned,

the LVe and PVi systems work together to regulate dopamine signaling at different parts of a reward

trial.
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Figure 1.1: Adapted from [30], this shows how learning occurs in PVLV when a primary reward

is presented, causing dopamine release through projections of the lateral hypothalamic area to

VTA/SNc. Learning occurs at two sites, the LVe projections in the CeA, and the PVi projections

in the ventral striatum.

Over the course of learning, the LVe system changes the associative weights for a CS based on

the discrepancy between the current LV weight for that CS and the current reward value (PV), as

described in Equation A.4. While LVe learning occurs at the time of primary reward presentation,

these LVe weights only influence dopamine release at the time of CS presentation, influencing

anticipatory responses to the rewarded CS. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2, which shows how

dopamine release at the time of reward presentation increases anticipatory weights in LVe/CNA that

will drive excitatory dopamine release at the time of CS presentation. Biologically, the LV system

is represented by neurons in the central amygdala, which plays an important role in controlling

anticipatory responding for positive valence CSes, and has excitatory projections to dopamine

neurons in the midbrain, as will be reviewed in Section 2.
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of LVe learning in PVLV from [30], showing how dopamine release at the

time of reward increases LVe weights in the CNA. These LVe weights will then influence excitatory

dopamine release when the CS is presented.

DA

CS

US/LHA

eLV   learning:

CNA

The second important component in PVLV that regulates dopamine release is the PVi system.

Similarly to the LVe system, the PVi system learns at the time of reward presentation. However,

the PVi system plays a functionally different role that the LVe system, and regulates dopamine

responses at the time of reward presentation once a reward is expected. As shown in Figure 1.3,

the PVi component of the model is actually represented by inhibitory neurons (patch cells) in the

ventral striatum which show excitatory responses in advance of expected rewards. Similarly to

the LVe system, this PVi system learns based on the occurrence of unconditioned stimuli (PVs),

and will change the associated PVi weights for the current CS depending on how different the

current reward value is from the current PVi weight for that CS. Once an association of a CS

with reward is learned, the inhibitory neurons in the PVi system then send shunting inhibition

onto dopamine neurons in the VTA/SNc, preventing an excitatory dopamine burst at the time

when reward presentation is expected. Therefore, phasic dopamine release at the time of reward

is reflected by the difference between PVe, the reward value of the stimulus that drives dopamine

neurons, and PVi, the inhibitory influence from ventral striatal neurons that shunts firing to the

reward. This phasic dopamine value is equivalent to a what would be computed by a standard

reward prediction error signal.
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of PVi learning in PVLV from [30], showing how dopamine release at

the time of reward increases PVi weights in patch neurons in ventral striatum. These PVi neurons

will then showing ramping excitation, finally sending shunting inhibition to dopamine neurons in

the VTA/SNc at the time of reward presentation for an expected reward, inhibiting a dopamine

burst.
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In PVLV, the combination of the LV weights that regulate anticipatory dopamine release at

the time of CS presentation and PVi weights that inhibit dopamine release for expected rewards

is able to capture the finding that dopamine release moves from the time of the US to the time

of the CS for expected rewards [93]. This same finding is captured by the backwards chaining of

prediction error in time in TD learning, but one disadvantage of TD learning is that it only works

well if the relationship between the CS and US is reliable. In contrast, the existence of two separate

computational systems in PVLV allows it to be more robust to these changes, as well as allowing

us to better capture existing biological data on the brain mechanisms behind the computation of

the RPE [71].

Finally, a recent addition to PVLV has allowed us to provide an explanatory account of the

neural mechanisms involved in unexpected reward omissions, which are crucial for learning the

negative associations for conditioned inhibitors that reduce excitatory responses to CSes. While

dopamine neurons respond with a dip to the omission of expected rewards, the source of this
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dopamine dip was unknown until recent data revealed that the lateral habenula, a small structure

located in the epithalamus near the pineal body, sends an inhibitory signal to dopamine neurons for

reward omissions and negative valence, by projecting to GABAergic neurons in the RMTg (located

nearby traditional dopamine neurons in the VTA) [52, 35]. Along with excitations for reward

omissions and negative valence, the lateral habenula fires for CSes that predict these outcomes,

providing evidence that it acts as an negatively valenced learned value signal (LVe-) which can then

inhibit dopamine firing for CSes that have been associated with reward omission.

Figure 1.4: Full PVLV model for positive valence learning. Excitatory connections are shown in

blue, inhibitory connections in red. The pink connection represents US representations in the CeA

that train LVe CS representations over learning.






















 














Bringing all of this together, Figure 1.4 shows the PVLV model with excitatory and inhibitory

connections, providing an illustration of the biological circuitry which regulates responding to pos-

itively valenced conditioned stimuli. As described earlier, the PVe system in the lateral hypothala-
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mus influences dopamine release to a positively valenced US. Over repeated pairings of a CS with

this reward, the LVe weights from the CeA to VTA/SNc learn to drive anticipatory dopamine firing

to the CS, and the PVi weights from the ventral striatum to the VTA/SNc inhibit dopamine release

at the time of an expected reward. Using information from the PVi system through projections

from the ventral striatum, the lateral habenula can learn about unexpected reward omissions and

drive dopamine dips for inhibitory CSes. The computational roles of each brain area in PVLV in

reward learning are supported by a wide range of biological data, reviewed in Section 2.

1.0.4 Alternative accounts

However, considering modeling of the conditioned inhibition paradigm, it is important to

compare and contrast the predictions of several computational models of reward learning, particu-

larly because they make some differential predictions.

As described earlier in the PVLV model, the Rescorla Wagner learning rule (see appendix

A.1) that determines changes in associative strength of cues depending on the difference between an

expected value and what actually occurs, has been shown to fit the function of dopamine neurons

well. This model can actually also account for conditioned inhibition, because it allows the expected

value to depend on the summed associative strength of all cues. Since the CS has a prior positive

value, this leads to an overall positive expectation when the CS is paired with the inhibition. When

this is followed by a reward omission, this discrepancy between the expected outcome and the actual

outcome causes the inhibitor to acquire a negative associative value.

One other potential way of viewing the role of the inhibitor for the CS-Inhibitor pair involves

viewing it as a contextual cue that influences the processing of the CS, potentially inhibiting

conditioned responses if the inhibitory properties are well-learned. If this was the case, one could

view the inhibitor as an ”occasion setter” that indicates whether the association between the CS-

Inhibitor pair and no-reward is currently active.[9]. However, this does not explain the dopamine

dip that occurs when the inhibitor is viewed alone [105], which may signal a negative association

for the inhibitor.
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Another related theory posits that conditioned responses to the CS-Inhibitor trials might

be different than to the rewarded CS due to the assignment of a different latent cause or internal

model of the environment to the CS-Inhibitor trials compared to those of the CS-alone, learned by

repeated pairings of the CS-Inhibitor with no reward [28]. However, if only few CS-Inhibitor trials

are observed, they tend to be assigned to the same latent cause as the rewarded CS trials, but as

more evidence accumulates they tend to be assigned to a new latent cause that predicts reward

omission.

While both of these theoretical accounts can provide potential explanations for the occurrence

of conditioned inhibiton, they are not specific about the neural mechanisms behind the learning of

conditioned inhibition. This is a similar issue that is faced by the TD framework, which can capture

a wide range of learning phenomena with the simple reward prediction error (RPE) parameter, but

cannot address the specific computational role of different brain areas in this computation. In

contrast, the PVLV model provides a more complete explanation of the neural mechanisms behind

learning of conditioned inhibition, and can account for the activity of dopamine neurons in different

parts of the task through biological mechanisms that are well supported by existing data, such as

the role of the lateral habenula in learning about unexpected reward omissions. To test these

predictions, we used a model based fMRI approach, particularly by simulating a neural network of

the different brain areas involved in the conditioned inhibition task.

1.0.5 Specific predictions for conditioned inhibition

Given the described computational role of the brain areas included in the PVLV model, we

were able to make specific predictions about the brain areas involved in conditioned inhibition.

The ability to test these specific predictions was a major motivation for running the conditioned

inhibition paradigm as an fMRI study.
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1.0.5.1 Predictions motivated by previous versions of conditioned inhibition

As shown in Figure 1.5, which shows electrophysiological data from a conditioned inhibition

paradigm ran in monkeys[105], neurons in the SNc/VTA show a specific activity profile for each of

the CS Types in a conditioned inhibition task after the learning block. This enabled us to make

specific predictions about the type of activity we would predict for each condition in SN/VTA. We

had three major predictions about activity in the SN/VTA during presentation of each of the CSes.

• After learning, the rewarded CS should show the most overall BOLD activity in SNc/VTA

compared to other stimuli. However, given what we know about dopamine neurons, activity

in the SNc/VTA should first be strongest at the time of US presentation, and should then

move to the time of the rewarded CS, once the pairing between the CS and reward is

well-learned.

• The CS-Inhibitor shows a burst-dip profile in the SNc/VTA. Given the limited temporal

resolution of traditional fMRI, it is unclear whether this would be result in significant

activity in SNc/VTA.

• We would not expect the SNc/VTA to activate to the Inhibitor because neurons in SNc/VTA

showed an overall depression to the Inhibitor
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Figure 1.5: Adapted from [19]. The rewarded CS shows a burst at the time of CS presentation,

while the CS+inhibitor shows depressed activity with a burst-dip profile, and the Inhibitor shows

the least overall activity.

ificity of response reduction. Despite the loss of neuronal activa-
tion to stimulus X!, animals continued to show no licking in
compound with an independently trained reward predictor C"
(Fig. 5c). Neuronal depressions to stimuli AX! and X! were
reduced (AX!, from 44 to 30%; X!, from 35 to 24% below
baseline) but still remained significant ( p # 0.0001 relative to
baseline for both AX! and X!). Thus, dopamine neurons
showed a weak depression, but no phasic activation, to the con-
ditioned inhibitor X! after the potential reward association with

stimulus X! was eliminated. Thus the weak neuronal activations
to X! before extinction of stimulus A" appear to reflect inad-
vertent reward association via stimulus A" rather than atten-
tional processing.

Neural coding of prediction errors
Dopamine neurons appear to code the discrepancy between the
actually occurring reward and the expected reward (reward pre-
diction error) (Waelti et al., 2001) (for review, see Schultz, 1998).
We assessed whether the coding of prediction errors applied also
to the prediction of reward omission, using the conditioned in-
hibition paradigm. This involved testing a relatively small num-
ber of neurons in specific, behaviorally, and neuronally transient
situations, and these data are therefore not presented as popula-
tion histograms.

The omission of reward in initial, unrewarded AX! trials of
compound training constituted a negative reward prediction er-
ror, because stimulus A" was an established reward predictor
and stimulus X! was unknown. During this brief learning pe-
riod, dopamine neurons showed a tendency for depression at the
habitual time of reward that appeared in initial AX! trials and
disappeared later (Fig. 6a, right, top vs bottom). The depression
reached significance in two of the first four neurons tested in
initial AX! trials in monkey A and in three of the first six neurons
tested in monkey B. Dopamine activity remained uninfluenced in
all BY! trials.

A depression occurred also when stimulus Y was presented in
compound with an established reward-predicting stimulus C"
(summation test). Reward omission after the usually rewarded
stimulus C" constituted a negative prediction error in this situ-
ation. Dopamine neurons showed a tendency for depression at
the usual reward time in initial unrewarded CY!, but not CX!,
trials (Fig. 6b, right), just as in initial AX! trials (Fig. 6a, top
right). The depression began to fade away with continued testing,
possibly reflecting the inadvertent training of stimulus Y! as
conditioned inhibitor. We tested only one neuron in each animal
to avoid further training of Y.

The depression at the time of reward omission was replaced
after learning by postactivation depression after compound
AX!, which reached significance in 5 of 10 neurons tested in later
AX! trials (Fig. 6a, bottom). Similarly, in CX! trials, a depres-
sion occurred at the time of the conditioned stimuli but not at the
time of the reward (Fig. 6b, left). Although these data are limited
because of the brief duration of the learning period, they may
suggest that the depressions had transferred from the habitual
time of the reward to the stimulus predicting the reward omis-
sion, analogous to the transfer of the dopamine activation from

Figure 3. Responses of dopamine neurons in the conditioned inhibition paradigm. a, Re-
sponse of one dopamine neuron in the six trial types. Note depressions after AX! and X!, and
lack of activation by conditioned inhibitor X!. b, A case of neuronal activation by stimulus X!,
which is smaller compared with A and followed by depression. c, Averaged population histo-
grams of all 69 neurons tested with stimulus X!. In a and b, dots denote neuronal impulses,
referenced in time to onset of stimuli. Each line of dots shows one trial, the original sequence
being from top to bottom in each panel. Histograms correspond to sums of raster dots. Bin
width $ 10 msec. For c, histograms from each neuron normalized for trial number were added,
and the resulting sum was divided by the number of neurons. In a–c, all six trial types alternated
semirandomly and were separated for display.

Figure 4. Positions of dopamine neurons tested with the conditioned inhibitor (" denotes
significantly depressed neurons). Cells from two animals are superimposed on coronal sections
of one animal (reconstructions from cresyl violet-stained sections). SNpc, Substantia nigra pars
compacta; SNpr, substantia nigra pars reticulata; Ant 8.0 –10.0, levels anterior to the interaural
stereotaxic line.

10406 • J. Neurosci., November 12, 2003 • 23(32):10402–10410 Tobler et al. • Dopamine Neurons and Conditioned Inhibition

The electrophysiological recordings in [19] also enable us to make specific predictions about

how activity changes in the SNc/VTA for the the CS, and CS+Inhibitor, over the course of learning.

In particular, this enables us to make two predictions about the brain activity during the course of

learning:

• The CS+Inhibitor (AX) may show a dopamine dip, possibly reflected as reduced brain

activity in the SNc/VTA, at the time of reward omission in the first block, potentially due

to disappointment of the reward expectation caused by the rewarded CS stimulus.

• After the first block, the CS+Inhibitor shows a reduced activity profile, and less of a dip

at the time of reward omission. This may be due to the CS+Inhibitor pair decreasing the

overall association with reward, leading to a lower reward expectation.
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1.0.5.2 Predictions motivated by PVLV model

Due to the computational role of the central amydala in encoding associations of CSes with

reward, and the role of the lateral habenula in learning about worse than expected rewards and the

CSes that predict those outcomes, we can make specific predictions about activity in these regions

during the conditioned inhibition task.

Predictions for the lateral habenula:

• The lateral habenula shows a negatively valenced prediction error profile. Therefore, when

the CS+Inhibitor is followed by no reward, the lateral habenula should show BOLD activity,

especially in the first block. As reward omission becomes more predictable, this activity

should move to the time of the CS that predicts reward omission.

• Similarly, as neurons in SNc/VTA showed an overall depression to the Inhibitor, we would

expect the lateral habenula to activate to the Inhibitor.

• It is unclear how the lateral habenula would act to the CS+Inhibitor. Given the computa-

tional model, we would expect the habenula to activate to any trials showing the Inhibitor,

but it is unclear whether the positive reward associations for the CS, which is viewed at

the same time, would reduce the habenula activation to the inhibitor.

We also had specific predictions about how the central nucleus of the amygdala would act

during the conditioned inhibition task. However, the function of the central amygdala is still

somewhat controversial, as reviewed in Section 2.0.7, so the below predictions are limited to positive

valence representations in the amygdala only.

• Given that we think the central amygdala encodes CS-Reward associations, we expect that

it will be active when the rewarded CS is presented, after the association with reward is

well-learned.

• The PVLV model also proposes that the central amygdala (LVe) will also increase its

weights at the time of presentation of a primary reward (PV), so we would predict that the
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central amygdala would activate at the time of reward presentation, especially during the

first learning block where the reward association is first being learned.

• We would expect the central amygdala to show activity in any condition where a rewarded

CS is viewed. Therefore, we would expect activity in the central amygdala for the CS-

Inhibitor. However, there are several hypotheses that say that the amygdala also represents

worse than expected and negative valence rewards, so we may expect amygdala activity for

the Inhibitor as well.

Relating this back to the overall goal of discovering the specific computational role of different

brain regions in the calculation of reward prediction error, the PVLV computational model provides

an overall theoretical framework which allows us to flesh out the specific roles of the amygdala,

ventral striatum, SNc/VTA and lateral habenula in the reward learning process. Importantly, we

can make predictions about how the information encoded by each of these regions plays distinct

roles in the computation of reward prediction error, and use these computational hypotheses to

predict the timecourse of each region at the time of CS presentation and the period where reward

is (or is not) presented.

In addition, we have included conditions in the conditioned inhibition paradigm, particularly

the CS-Inhibitor and Inhibitor conditions, where dopamine signaling is reduced overall. This feature

of the experimental paradigm relates to our second goal, which involves reducing the confounding

influence of the reward prediction error signal (RPE), encoded by dopamine neurons, on downstream

activity of the brain regions of interest, especially the ventral striatum, amygdala and prefrontal

cortex. In this case, we should be able to examine the observed activity in each region, and how it

changes over learning, to see whether our hypotheses about the particular role of each region hold

out. In particular, an important test is whether the amygdala shows activity for the rewarded CS

when paired with the inhibitor, because in that case the CS is still associated with reward, but

the conjunction of these two stimuli always leads to inhibited firing in dopamine neurons. Overall,

a major goal of using this paradigm was to allow us to examine whether there were dissociations
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between the brain areas involved in driving anticipatory responses to CSes with reward associations,

thought to involve the central amygdala, and regions that primarily regulate processing at the time

of reward, such as the ventral striatum, as that is one of the central claims of the PVLV model.

1.0.6 Results summary

In the conditioned inhibition study, we found activity in the SNc/VTA when the rewarded

CS was presented, consistent with the finding that dopamine is released to a rewarded CS. However,

this was not accompanied by excitatory activity in the central amygdala, contradicting the PVLV

model’s prediction that the CeA drives phasic dopamine bursting for a rewarded CS. We also

found activity in the SNc/VTA when comparing the activity for the juice reward to the activity for

the neutral solution, suggesting that the juice reward was rewarding in comparison to the neutral

solution, consistent with the finding that SNc/VTA neurons fire in response to rewarding stimuli.

We also examined activity in the lateral habenula, and surprisingly found significant activity during

the presentation of all conditioned stimuli, inconsistent with the prediction that activity in the

lateral habenula would be selective to the Inhibitor and CS+Inhibitor which had associations with

reward omission. In addition, the trials where the juice reward was unexpectedly omitted did not

activate the lateral habenula.

While there was a lack of activity for the reward CS or any of the other stimuli in the

amygdala, there was significantly more activity when the juice reward was presented compared

to the neutral solution. While amygdala activity during presentation of a juice reward could

be consistent with the PVLV model if this activity reflected learning of LVe weights that would

later drive phasic dopamine to the associated CS, there was not activity in the amygdala for the

rewarded CS, discounting this interpretation. Also, the amygdala activated during presentation

of the neutral solution, but this activity was less strong than the activity to the juice reward.

In addition, we saw activity in the ventral striatum during presentation of the rewarded CS, but

only during the first conditioning block, and there was not significant activity in the accumbens

during reward presentation. This was also inconsistent with the PVLV model’s prediction that
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PVi representations in the ventral striatum would shunt activity to an expected reward. Finally,

we also examined whether the amount a particular reward was better or worse than expected

activated different brain regions, and found that activity in mOFC and amygdala reflected the

amount a reward was better than expected, while activity in IFG, insula and lateral OFC reflected

the amount a reward was worse than expected.



Chapter 2

Biological data

Building on the described role of the regions involved in the computation of reward prediction

error in the PVLV model, it is useful to provide an outline of the biological evidence supporting

the functional role of these regions. We begin by describing the evidence supporting the role of the

central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) in representing associations of CSes with positive valence

rewards, and how learning in the amygdala supports this function. Next, we describe the evidence

for the role of the CeA in facilitating anticipatory responses to CSes and the role of projections from

the CeA to VTA/SNc in controlling these responses. After this clear evidence for the role of the CeA

in facilitating learned responses to positive valence, we summarize data on amygdala representations

of positive and negative valence and how this relates to conditioned inhibition. Finally, we describe

the evidence supporting a role of the lateral habenula in conditioned inhibition, and relate this

to distinctions between the brain systems for positive and negative valence learning, providing

evidence for segregated representations of positive and negative valence along with evidence for

non-specific ”salience” representations to any motivationally relevant stimulus.

2.0.7 CeA and BLA

One of the crucial assumptions of PVLV is that the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA)

encodes positive associations of a CS with reward, and controls motivational responding through

the release of dopamine at the time of CS presentation. Several pieces of evidence show that the

central amygdala contains cells that have the necessary properties to support this crucial part of
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reinforcement learning.

First, the CeA appears to be crucial for positive valence conditioning [3, 70]. In particular,

there are multi-modal neurons in the amygdala that show sustained responses to primary rewards,

and also learn to fire for an associated CS [70]. In addition, evidence for L-LTP in the form of c-fos

early gene expression has been observed for positively valenced CSes after conditioning [38, 44].

The CeA also sends a direct excitatory projection to the midbrain dopamine nuclei, as well as the

PPT and LHA, which also project to midbrain DA cells. Additional evidence for the connection

between CeA and dopamine release comes in the form of electrophysiological studies showing the

stimulation of CeA neurons can cause dopamine release. [77, 29].

The role of the CeA in conditioned orienting responses also supports the PVLV model. Ori-

enting responses involve a rearing or a startle response to a novel CS, but the orienting response

habituates after repeated exposure to a particular CS. However, after a CS is repeatedly paired

with a US, animals tend to acquire the orienting response to the CS. The acquisition of such a con-

ditioned orienting response crucially depends on the CeA, which is not crucial for the expression

of the conditioned orienting response after acquisition. [26, 33].

Another set of behaviors that depend on an intact CeA are autoshaping responses, a set of

behaviors which involve approach and orientation to a CS, as well as often some sort of manipulation

of the CS. These responses often occur naturally at a low rate, but are reinforced through continuous

pairings of the CS with the US, and also rely of the CeA for acquisition, but not expression. In the

PVLV model, a potential explanation for these behaviors involves the CeA/LVe component of the

model driving phasic dopamine burst at CS onset that reinforce these conditioned responses.

Both the dependence of these behaviors on an intact CeA & the timing of these responses at

the time of the CS supports the potential role of the CeA in CS-triggered dopamine proposed by

the PVLV model, distinct from the PV-triggered dopamine which mediates responses at the time

of the US. [30]. In particular, the CeA can reinforce such behaviors because they are naturally

triggered by the CS alone, and then become further reinforced by a phasic dopamine burst at

the time of CS onset once a reward association is learned. Both of these pieces of data provide
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important support for the role that the CeA plays in PVLV for dopamine release at the time of

a conditioned stimulus, and illustrate the general role of the CeA for reinforcing any conditioned

responses natively associated with CSes that are modulated by phasic dopamine release. [30].

While this evidence is convincing support for the role of the CeA in positively valenced

learning, it remains unclear how the CeA encodes conditioned stimuli with less positive associations.

This is an important question because the degree of overlap between the positive and negative

valence representations in the CeA can shed light on the degree of overlap between the learning

mechanisms for the two valences.

Interestingly, much recent data on the amygdala supports the existence of multiple types of

representations in the amygdala, with some cells encoding representations selective to either positive

or negative valence outcomes, while other cells responded similarly to outcomes of both valences.

[5]. This outcome-specific coding was also influenced by expectation, though the selective cells only

showed an expectation modulation for their preferred valence, while the non-selective cells showed

an excitation to unexpected outcomes of either valence. A similar pattern occurs for positive and

negative conditioned stimuli, with some in cells in basolateral amygdala showing selective firing for

either positive and negative valence CSes, while other cells were excited by CSes of either valence

[97]. Given that the amygdala shows this pattern of both valence-specific responses and valence

general responses for any motivationally relevant stimuli, how would we predict that it responds to

conditioned inhibitors?

Considering the case of conditioned inhibition, it would be useful to know how cues that

signal omission of an outcome are processed, and how these representations relate to positive and

negative valence cue representations. Several pieces of evidence suggest that the pattern of both

segregated valence-specific and overlapping general arousal representations in the amygdala also

applies to the conditioned inhibition paradigm.

For example, a recent study suggests that negatively valenced CSes may be represented in a

separate population of neurons from cues that encode omission of a food US.[81]. While few studies

have looked at conditioned inhibition in the positive valence case, we do know that CeA lesions do
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not significantly impair the acquisition of conditioned inhibition, while they do impair orienting and

autoshaping responses as discussed above. [32]. Recent work on safety signals, which are paired

with a fear-conditioned cue to indicate omission of a negatively valenced outcome, also supported

the view that the amygdala contains both segregated valence and general salience representations.

In this negative valence version of conditioned inhibition, they found two different populations

of neurons in the basolateral amygdala that fired to the fear cue paired with the safety signal,

including some that were selective only to the fear+safety combination, and others which fired to

the fear+safety cue and to a reward cue. [91]. This study is interesting because it suggests that

there may be overlap between brain representations for omission of negative valence and reward

in the amydala, along with more specialized representations specific to either valence. While it is

difficult to make conclusions without more evidence, these initial studies suggest that conditioned

inhibition may operate differently depending on the valence of the US, which is not surprising given

the relatively greater evolutionary importance of avoiding negatively valenced outcomes.

Given this general pattern of results in the amygdala, it becomes important to consider

whether CeA and BLA play distinct roles in controlling different aspects of conditioned responding.

While basolateral (BLA) and central amygdala (CeA) are generally thought to function in parallel,

some evidence suggests that they regulate distinct aspects of conditioned responding. In particular,

the BLA appears to mediate associations between stimuli and their sensory properties, while the

CeA plays a role in connecting these stimuli with their affective and emotional properties. [1].

Similarly, lesion data in a devaluation paradigm suggested that the BLA may be more involved in

mediating the effects of motivation on instrumental responses for specific USes, while the CeA is

crucial for non-specific motivational properties[13].

Consistent with the discovery of general salience representations in basolateral amygdala,

recent proposals have suggested that the basolateral amygdala may represent an associability signal

[46, 85, 6], which dynamically controls learning rates for the CS such that the learning rate increases

under surprising conditions and decreased when predictions are reliable. This type of representation

is not specific to a particular valence. However, given the diversity of data reviewed above, it
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seems clear that there a both valence-specific and general salience representations in both nuclei

of the amygdala. In our view, this further enhances the importance of discovering the specific

computational role of each of these representations. While we have a clear hypothesis about the

role of the CeA projections to the VTA/SNc in the modulation of conditioned responding for

positive valence CSes, the role of other types of representations in the amygdala, including those

specialized for negative valence, remains to be fully specified. To better understand the amygdala

circuitry for negative valence learning, it seems crucial to consider how the dopamine system and

lower brainstem circuitry responds to negative outcomes and how this information relates to the

representations in the amygdala.

2.0.8 RMTg and habenula

Recently, there has been a surge of research on the neural mechanisms behind the dopamine

dip, or pause in tonic dopamine firing, that occurs when an expected reward does not appear. This

is crucial for understanding the mechanisms behind the conditioned inhibition task because electro-

physiological data shows that dopamine neurons respond to the combination of the CS+Inhibitor,

and the Inhibitor viewed alone, with a dopamine dip [105].

Recent research has revealed that one of the brain areas driving the dopamine dip is the

lateral habenula, located in the epithalamus near the pineal body, which responds to the occur-

rence of negatively valenced stimuli, as well as the omission of an expected reward. [51]. The

anatomical circuit in the lateral habenula that responds to reward omissions receives projections

from the globus pallidus internal (GPi) in the basal ganglia [34]. Information about rewards, en-

coded by distinct neural populations of reward positive neurons, excited by rewards, and reward

negative neurons, excited by reward omissions, is then passed onto the lateral habenula and onto

a GABAergic population of neurons in the RMTg or tail of the VTA. The RMTg is primarily

composed of inhibitory GABAergic neurons, and activation of the RMTg leads to inhibition of

dopamine neurons. Therefore, excitation of reward omission neurons in the RMTg due to inputs

from the lateral habenula provides an explanatory mechanism for the dopamine dip observed when
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an expected reward is omitted.

Along with coding for reward omissions, the lateral habenula and RMTg are also excited by

the occurrence of negatively valenced USes, supported by data showing that the lateral habenula

and RMTg activate during painful stimulation [98, 100, 52]. Along with showing this pattern of

excitation to negatively valenced USes and reward omissions, the lateral habenula and RMTg also

respond to CSes which predict these outcomes. [52, 35]. Therefore, the data supports the idea

that the lateral habenula and RMTg, probably through their inhibitory effect on dopamine firing,

can encode aversive teaching signals for reward omissions or negatively valenced stimuli and train

associations for the CSes that predict these outcomes. Interestingly, the same circuitry in the lateral

habenula and RMTg is also recruited during extinction learning tasks for positively valenced USes

such as drug or food rewards. [50, 24].

Bringing this back to the conditioned inhibition task, we can take two pieces of evidence

as potential support for a role for the LHb/RMTg circuit in conditioned inhibition- including the

data pointing to involvement of the this circuit in learning about omission of a positively valenced

reward, and the occurrence of a dopamine dip during presentation of the Inhibitor cue that predicts

cancelation of an upcoming reward [105]. Given the lateral habenula encodes an excitatory signal

for a CS predicting a reward omission that is then passed on the RMTg to inhibit dopamine neurons,

we predict involvement of the lateral habenula in the conditioned inhibition task, particularly to

learn about reward omission outcomes in the initial learning phase and use this to encode a negative

association for the Inhibitor that predicts the reward omission, which will later be reflected as a

dopamine dip to presentation of the Inhibitor.

2.0.9 Dopamine and negative valence areas

Unfortunately, much less is known about how the dopamine system responds to negative

valence compared to positive valence. While the majority of ”classical” dopamine neurons, meaning

those with standard electrophysiological profiles in lateral VTA or SNc, respond with a dip to

the occurrence of negatively valenced stimuli, such as an airpuff or footshock [12, 52], a distinct
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population of dopamine neurons located mostly in the medial VTA respond with an excitation

to negatively valenced stimuli. [41]. These neurons receive a projection from the RMTg, which

integrates inputs from the lateral habenula and many other negatively valenced areas, and send to

the medial PFC, while inhibiting dopamine release in lateral accumbens shell.

In addition, the offset of a negatively valenced stimulus also appears to be rewarding, and

the same dopamine neurons that were inhibited during receipt of a shock show a phasic burst at

the offset of the shock [10]. One of the major areas that the RMTg receives negatively valenced

information from is the parabrachial nucleus (PBN), a nuclear complex in the brainstem which

receives information about pain, as well as visceral and gustatory information from the nucleus

of the solitary tract.[25]. The PBN also sends inputs to the central and basolateral amygdala,

particularly to the lateral capsular division (CeC) or ”nocioceptive amygdala”. [18]. The PBN

also sends nocioceptive information to dopamine neurons in the SNc and VTA; and electrical

stimulation of PBN neurons results in a short-latency dip in dopamine neurons, likely due to this

information passing through the RMTg which then inhibits the DA neurons, or a direct projection

from the PBN to inhibitory interneurons. [12]. Further understanding of the distinct functional

roles of dopamine neurons that are excited vs inhibited to negative valence outcomes, and their

downstream projections to different populations of neurons in regions such as the amygdala and

ventral striatum, will be crucial for understanding positive and negative learning.

2.0.10 Brain systems for positive and negative valence

In general, the brain has distinct circuits in several areas for positive and negative valence

learning, though general mechanisms for both valences also exist. In particular, negative valence

learning recruits a wide range of structures in the brainstem and amygdala. Recent electrophys-

iological work has shown that many of the brain areas involved in reward learning have distinct

representations for positive and negative valence. This pattern of ”reward positive” and ”reward

negative” neurons, which are sometimes located in distinct nuclei but may also be represented

by a heterogenous population of neurons, has been shown in the RMTg [35], amygdala [97, 91],
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ventromedial prefrontal cortex [58] and VTA/SNc [52, 41].

Bringing all of this data together, there are some answers to our central question about the

brain representations for positive and negative valence. While it is clear that the central amygdala

plays a crucial role in controlling motivational responding for both valences, a lot of data supports

the idea that the brain has clearly segregated representations for positive and negative valence,

particularly in the dopamine system, where there is a clear segregation between the lateral habenula

system/RMTg for negative valence and reward omissions, and the classical dopamine neurons in

the VTA/SNc involved in positive reinforcement.

However, this is not to say that there are no ambiguities in the dopamine representation

of negative valence learning. As discussed previously, there are dopamine neurons excited by the

occurrence of negative valence rewards, but the computational role of these neurons and their

anatomical projections is poorly understood. Also, recent data suggests that midbrain dopamine

nuclei may represent motivational value and motivational salience in parallel circuitry, with mo-

tivational value representations relying more on the VTA and lateral habenula pathway, while

salience representations may rely more on SNc projections to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and

dorsal striatum[53, 11].

In general, the biological data suggests that while there are separate populations of neurons

responding to positive and negative valence, many regions contain neurons of both types, such as

the amygdala [97, 5] and vmPFC [58]. This may sometimes be accompanied by general salience

representations non-selective to valence. While this might seem like a confusing picture, this overall

heterogeneity of dopamine pathways actually underscores the importance of using experimental

paradigms that make it possible to examine the role of different brain areas in the computation of

the reward prediction error, such as conditioned inhibition.



Chapter 3

Methods

3.0.11 Behavioral methods

The conditioned inhibition paradigm began with a conditioning block that involved pairing a

fractal image CS (A) with an orange juice reward, and a control CS, signaled by a different fractal

image (B) was paired with a neutral solution. These two trial types used in this first conditioning

are shown in Figure 3.2. Importantly, reward presentation is always probabilistic for the rewarded

CS, such that it is followed by the juice reward 75% of the time and the neutral solution 25% of

the time. In the second block, we begin the training trials for conditioned inhibition by showing

the rewarded CS (A) with the Inhibitor (X), signaled by a different fractal image, together, and

this CS-Inhibitor conjunction is always followed by the neutral solution, as shown in Figure 3.3. In

this way, the Inhibitor is supposed to develop a negative connotation because it always cancels the

reward the would have been received for the reward CS alone. We continue to show the reward CS

(A) followed by the juice reward, and the control CS (B) in these conditioned inhibition blocks, as

well as a control pair (BY), both followed by the neutral solution, as shown in Figure 3.4.

In the conditioned inhibition portion of the study (blocks 3-5), we show twelve trials each

of the reward CS (A), CS-Inhibitor (AX), and control CSes (B,BY), and also show the Inhibitor

(X) alone, as well as another neutral control (Y), but only show 4 trials of these per block to avoid

creating a strong conditioned response to the Inhibitor alone. In the final block, the Inhibitor

(X) and neutral control (Y) are paired with the juice reward with a 75% reward, 25% no reward

contingency, based on previous work that used a prediction error signal to the Inhibitor when paired
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with reward to assess whether it formed inhibitory properties [105]. The number of trials for each

CS in each block and reward probability for each CS in each block is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: This table illustrates the number of trials in the study in each block and the reward

contingencies in each block.

All trials CS (A) Control 
(B)

CS+Inhib
(AX)

Control
(BY)

Inhibitor
(X)

Control 2
(Y)

Block 1 24 
(75% R, 
25% NR)

24

(100% NR)

Block 2 8
(75% R, 
25% NR)

8

(100% NR)

8

(100% NR)

8

(100% NR)

Blocks 
3-5

12
(75% R, 
25% NR)

12

(100% NR)

12

(100% NR)

12

(100% NR)

4

(100% NR)

4

(100% NR)

Block 6 24 
(75% R, 
25% NR)

24 
(75% R, 
25% NR)
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Figure 3.2: The rewarded CS(A) is paired with an orange juice reward with a 75%/25% contingency,

while the neutral CS (B) is always paired with the neutral solution. For all stimuli, the CS stays

onscreen for 2 seconds and is immediately followed by the US.

CS+

A

US

75% OJ
25% AS    B 100% AS

CS- US

2s 2s3s 3s
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Figure 3.3: After the conditioning block, we continue to show the rewarded CS and control, but

introduce the CS-Inhibitor pairing. When the inhibitor is shown on the screen with the rewarded

CS, it causes cancellation of the expected reward for the CS+, and instead is followed by the neutral

solution. The inhibitor is also shown alone, paired with the neutral solution.

100% AS

AX- X-

Y- BY-

CS+Inhibitor Inhibitor

Control stimuli 

100% AS
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Figure 3.4: These control stimuli are also shown during the conditioned inhibition block, and are

always paired with the neutral solution.

100% AS

AX- X-

Y- BY-

CS+Inhibitor Inhibitor

Control stimuli 

100% AS

There were several features of the design that were motivated by careful consideration of

the learning problem. For example, we wanted to keep the duration between the conditioned

stimulus (CS) and juice reward (US) consistent because there is evidence the striatum responds to

temporal prediction errors [55]. In addition, we chose a delay conditioning paradigm, where the CS

remains onscreen while the US is delivered, because there has been considerable evidence that trace

conditioning, which involves showing a CS that is removed before reward is delivered, depends on

the integrity of the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus [40, 59]. The PVLV model can account for

delay conditioning, but not for trace conditioning, because learning about the CS only can occur

at the time of the US [71, 30].

3.0.12 Data analysis

3.0.13 Analysis methods

The imaging data was first preprocessed using standard preprocessing methods, then first-

level models were specified for each subject in SPM8. In the first analysis, we focused on the
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effects of juice reward compared to the neutral solution, and thus created one regressor to collapse

across all CS types and separate regressors for juice presentation and presentation of the neutral

solution. In the CS Type analysis, we created one regressor for each CS Type, concatenating the

data across several runs, and created one regressor for all presentations of the neutral solution.

However, the events following the rewarded US A, were modeled with separate regressors, with

one for US A events that were rewarded, and a separate regressor for US A events that were not

rewarded. Unless otherwise stated, all analyses involved the full set of 19 subjects. Two of these

subjects were missing a single run of conditioned inhibition due to technical difficulties with juice

presentation. To run the ROI analyses, we extracted the mean activation value for each subject in

the voxels ROI of interest, and compared effects across different contrasts with standard statistical

tests.

In addition, after running the first analysis on a subset of subjects with less movement, we ran

a sanity check model, which involved comparing the brain activity for all swallowing trials (either

orange juice or artificial saliva) to baseline trials. This analysis showed significant activations in

white matter tracts and ventricles for any swallowing trials, and ICA analysis also showed some

potential whole-brain artifacts. As many of the regions we were interested in are in regions that

already have low signal to noise ratios, particularly the amygdala and nucleus accumbens, it was

important to see whether the results survived controlling for this potential source of noise. To

control for this, we specified an additional nuisance regressor generated from extracting the first

5 principle components from the white matter and ventricles, segmented based on each subject’s

individual structural, along with movement parameters taking into account movement in the x,y,

and z directions, and dummy spike regressors controlling for unusual images. All results reported

are including this additional regressor to control for potential confounds due to swallowing.

3.0.13.1 Better and worse than expected analysis

To model events that were better or worse than expected, we focused on the rewarded CS

(A), since it was the only CS with probabilistic variability in payoff rate (the control stimuli and
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inhibitor were consistently paired with the neutral solution). To calculate the amount that each

event was better or worse than expected, we assumed that expectations would follow from the exact

probabilities of reward. Therefore, for the first conditioning block, each time the rewarded CS was

followed by a reward it was coded with a 1. Events in the first conditioning block that were not

rewarded were not considered better or worse than expected. After the first conditioning block,

we assumed that the reward expectation for the rewarded CS was .75, following from the actual

probability of reward. Therefore, any US event with orange juice was considered .25 units better

than expected, and any US event with neutral solution following the rewarded CS was considered

.75 units worse than expected. The interpretation of these results is important, because both

the better and worse than expected analyses involved fitting a parameter to the BOLD data at

the time of US presentation calculating how much better or worse than particular trial was than

the reward expectation, to determine whether there was a linear increase in BOLD activity as the

amount better/worse than expected increased. To avoid collinearity issues, the worse than expected

regressor was orthogonalized compared to the better than expected regressor.

3.0.14 Computational model

3.0.14.1 Model overview

As described previously, a major feature of the PVLV model are LVe representations, which

capture the learned value of the CS and influences dopamine release in the CeA for a rewarded CS.

This is well supported by the amygdala data showing that learning about positively valenced USes,

based on these cells getting excited by the CS and US, occurs in the CeA, and data showing that

conditioned responses at the time of CS crucially involve the CeA. The other important part of the

PVLV model is the PV system, which includes an excitatory component, PVe, which provide low-

level representations of primary rewards that drive dopamine firing, and an inhibitory component,

PVi, representing inhibitory neurons in the ventral striatum that inhibit dopamine release in the

VTA for expected rewards. At the time of reward, phasic dopamine release is accounted for by the
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difference between PVi and PVe, closely fitting the data showing that dopamine neurons calculate

the difference between an expected and received reward. [93]

Finally, the PVLV model provides an account of the circuitry involved in control of dopamine

release for positive and negative valence USes and CSes, and incorporates an explanatory mech-

anism for the dopamine dip that occurs when an expected reward is not received, or when a

negative valence US occurs, in terms of the habenula/RMTg projection to the SNc/VTA which in-

hibits dopamine release, by causing a pause in the tonic dopamine firing reflected as a dip[8, 35]. By

drawing on these learning systems for positive and negative valence, the PVLV model can provide

an explanation of the computational and biological mechanisms involved in conditioned inhibition.

3.0.14.2 Learning of conditioned inhibition in PVLV

In the first conditioning block, the rewarded CS gets a positive LVe value, due to the LVe/CeA

system learning that the CS is reliably paired with reward. The rewarded CS also increases the PVi

weights for the CS after multiple pairings with reward, which have an inhibitory effect on neurons in

the VTA/SNc. Both the LVe and PVi weights learn at the time of reward presentation, but influence

activity during different parts of the the conditioning procedure. Increased LVe weights increase

dopamine release at the time of CS presentation, while the PVi weights have an inhibitory effect

on dopamine release at the time of an expected reward, and both of these mechanisms capture

the observed result that dopamine bursts move from the time of the reward to the time of CS

presentation for an expected reward. See Appendix B for an illustration of increases in the LVe and

PVi (Figure B.0.27 and Figure B.0.28) weights over repeated reward pairings and an illustration of

how activity in the VTA (Figure B.0.29) for decreases at the time of the US and increases during

CS presentation for expected reward.

After the first conditioning block, we begin the conditioned inhibition procedure. While the

rewarded CS has been paired with reward previously, the conditioned inhibitor has never been

seen before. As PVLV sums across LVe values for all stimuli to calculate for the overall reward

expectation at the time of the CS, it sums a strong positive LVe value for the rewarded CS with
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no LVe value for the inhibitor, creating an overall positive expectation for the CS+Inhibitor.

When the reward fails to appear after a CS+Inhibitor presentation, this causes a dopamine

dip. In PVLV, two distinct mechanisms can explain the dopamine dip. First of all, the PVi

weights for the rewarded CS inhibit dopamine release at the time reward would be expected. On

top of this shunting inhibition, the lateral habenula is excited by the reward omission, and sends

additional inhibitory drive to dopamine neurons through the RMTg, causing the dip. Once the dip

occurs, the PVLV model learns a negatively valenced LVe weight for inhibitor. Our model places

these negatively valenced LV signals in the habenula, based on data showing that the habenula

learns about CSes that signal omission of negative valence outcome. Over repeated pairings of the

CS+Inhibitor with reward omission, the Inhibitor begins to acquire a negative value, while the

reward association for the CS stays positive based on the interleaving of CS+Reward trials. Figure

B.0.30 in Appendix B illustrates how the model acquires positive and negative learned values for

the CS and Inhibitor.



Chapter 4

Results

4.0.15 Juice reward analysis

In particular, we were interested in comparing the effects of juice reward presentation with

presentation of the neutral solution to see whether this contrast activated crucial regions in PVLV

that represent reward value, particularly the SNc/VTA and lateral hypothalamus. In addition,

we predicted activity in the regions in PVLV that adjust their learned weights during reward

presentation, including the central amygdala and ventral striatum.

As shown in Figure 4.1, the contrast of juice reward - artificial saliva activated the insula,

lateral OFC as well as the ventral pallidum and putamen, caudate nucleus, and a midbrain region

corresponding to the VTA/SN ROI. In addition, the SN also showed a significant activation in

an ROI analysis focusing on the juice-artificial saliva contrast (p=.0420, t=2.18). There was not

significant activity in the nucleus accumbens or lateral hypothalamus.
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Figure 4.1: The contrast of juice reward(orange) and the neutral solution(blue) showed that juice

activated several regions including the amygdala, insula, pallidum, putamen, a midbrain area con-

sistent with the SN/VTA and medial OFC (BA11). (p<.05, FDR).

4.0.15.1 Juice reward: ROI analysis

To shed light on the question of how positive outcomes were represented in the amygdala,

and see whether the central amygdala showed activity in response to the US is crucial for training

learned value representation in PVLV, we further compared brain activity in the amygdala during

presentation of the juice reward and neutral solution. In a first analysis, we compared the mean

activation values for juice and the neutral solution in the amygdala, and found that both juice (p =

.0003, t=4.54) and the neutral solution(p=.0012, t=3.83) significantly activated bilateral amygdala,
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as shown in Figure 4.2b. However, the contrast of juice-neutral solution also activated the amygdala

(p=.0015, t=3.75), indicating that amygdala showed greater activity for the rewarded solution than

the neutral solution, as shown in Figure 4.2a. Similarly to the amygdala, the insula also showed

activations for both juice and the neutral solution, however there were significant activations for

the Juice-neutral solution contrast in the insula (p=.0013, t=3.81), and the OFC (p=.029, t=2.35),

indicating that these regions had greater overall activity for the juice reward than the neutral

solution. In addition, we ran an additional ROI analysis focusing on the central nucleus of the

amygdala, and found a similar pattern such both juice and artificial saliva significantly activated

the central amygdala, but the contrast of Juice-artificial saliva also had a significant effect. (p =

.000057, t=5.7), meaning that the overall activity was stronger in the central amygdala for juice

reward presentation than for the neutral solution.

Figure 4.2: (a) There was more activity in the amygdala for juice than for the neutral solution, as

there was significant activity for a contrast of juice with the neutral solution (p <.05, FDR). (b)

However, the amygdala ROI showed significant activity for both juice presentation and presentation

of the neutral solution.

* * * *
*

*

b)a)
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4.0.16 CS Type analysis

We were also interested in comparing the brain activity for the rewarded CS with the brain

activity for the Inhibitor, to assess similarities and differences between the processing of positive

and negative valence CSes, especially to see whether the positive CS was primarily represented in

the central amygdala and the CS with a negative association, the Inhibitor, was presented in the

lateral habenula. In addition, we were interested in comparing this activity with the activity for the

CS+Inhibitor conjunction, to see how the presence of the inhibitor influences the processing of the

rewarded CS, and whether it fully inhibits all reward-predictive activity. We were also interested in

examining brain activity in the basal ganglia and prefrontal cortex, particularly vmPFC and OFC,

because these regions also play a role in positive and negative valence representations.

As shown in Figure 4.3, which portrays activity for the rewarded CS, CS+Inhibitor and

Inhibitor, the different CS types had some distinct effects across the brain but activated many of

the same regions. In general, several regions of the PFC activated non-selectively to several of the

CS Types. For example, the subcallosal cortex around BA 25, showed activation for the rewarded

CS, inhibitor and CS+Inhibitor, as did frontopolar cortex (BA10). In addition, BA11 (OFC)

also showed activity for the rewarded CS and CS+Inhibitor. There was activation for the CS,

CS+Inhibitor and Inhibitor alone in lateral OFC (BA47). The pallidum, putamen and insula were

also significantly activated in all three conditions across subjects. The left caudate also activated

for the rewarded CS, CS+Inhibitor and inhibitor. Surprisingly, there was also significant activity

in the lateral habenula ROI for all of the CS conditions, but no differential activity between the

CS types. There was also no significant activity in the amygdala for any of the CS types.
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Figure 4.3: Several stimuli, including CS A(red), CS AX(yellow) and CS X(blue) showed significant

overlap in vmPFC, BA 25, lateral OFC and insula at p¡.005, uncorrected. There was also substantial

overlap in parts of the BG, including the palladium and putamen.

Rewarded CS (A)

CS+Inhibitor (AX)

Inhibitor (X)

4.0.17 Rewarded CS activity

We also wanted to look more specifically at the brain activity for the rewarded CS, partic-

ularly to see whether there was activity in the CeA and VTA/SNc as these regions are crucial for

representing CS associations with reward and releasing dopamine due to this association. We were

also interested to see whether there were high level representations of the learned value of the CS in

prefrontal regions that encode value representations, such as the OFC and vmPFC, and other parts

of the basal ganglia. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the rewarded CS activated regions of the basal

ganglia, including the palladium and putamen, the insula, and prefrontal regions such as lateral

OFC and vmPFC.
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Figure 4.4: The rewarded CS(A) showed activity in a wide range of regions, including the caudate,

pallidum and putamen. There was also activity for the rewarded CS in lateral OFC and medial

OFC, as well as subgenual ACC (BA 25).

4.0.17.1 ROI analysis

Using a ROI analysis, we were interested in further examine brain activity for the rewarded CS

in the central amygdala and SNc/VTA due to this region’s role in PVLV in encoding associations

of CSes with reward and driving dopamine firing to the rewarded CS. However, there was no

significant activity in the amygdala or central amygdala for any of the CS conditions. However,

the substantia nigra and VTA both showed activity for the rewarded CS. There were significant

activations in the VTA for the rewarded CS after conditioning compared to fixation (p=.0019,

t =3.65), as well as during the conditioning block (p=.0066, t=3.07), as shown in Figure 4.5b

which compares mean activity in a VTA ROI across conditions. The SNc also showed a similar

profile of activations to the rewarded CS in the conditioning block and after conditioning, but was

only significant after conditioning (p =.0053, t=3.16). Similarly, the SNc/VTA showed significant

activity for the rewarded CS after conditioning when thresholded at FDR <.05, as shown in Figure

4.6.
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Figure 4.5: The rewarded CS(A) selectively activated the VTA/SN during the conditioning block

and after conditioning. (a) VTA activity plotted at p<.005, FDR corrected showing activity for CS

A after conditioning. (b) There was significant activity in the VTA roi during the first conditioning

block (p=.0019, t =3.65) and for the rewarded CS after conditioning (p=.0019, t =3.65).

* *
a) b)
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Figure 4.6: Brain activity in the SN/VTA for the rewarded CS, showing (a) full brain activation,

and (b) viewed on a brain masked with an SN/VTA roi, both thresholded at (p<.05, FDR).

a) b)

In addition, we wanted to see whether we noticed the initial signs of activity in the ventral

striatum, where inhibitory PVi neurons are hypothesized to show ramping activity that will even-

tually inhibit the VTA/SNc at the time of reward presentation. However, as shown in Figure 4.7,

there was only significant mean activation in the nucleus accumbens during the first conditioning

block.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The rewarded CS(A) selectively activated the NAc during the conditioning block.

This activity was selective to the first conditioning block and did not occur to the rewarded CS

after the conditioning block. This was reflected by a significant mean in the NAc ROI only for

the first conditioning block (p=.0237, t=2.485). (b) Brain activity to the rewarded CS during the

conditioning block, masked with a NAc ROI (p<.05, FDR)

a) b)

4.0.18 Expectation analysis

In addition, we were interested in doing a analysis of reward presentation events that were

better or worse than expected to see if the brain areas involved in processing better and worse

than expected rewards activated the regions specified by the PVLV model, particularly the lateral

habenula for worse than expected trials and the SNc/VTA, accumbens and amygdala for better

than expected trials.

To model events that were better or worse than expected, we focused on the rewarded CS

(A), since it was the only CS with probabilistic variability in payoff rate (the control stimuli and

inhibitor were consistently paired with the neutral solution). As described in Section 3.0.13.1, we fit

a parameter to the brain data describing the amount better or worse the current stimulus was than

the reward expectation, calculated based on the overall probability of reward. The interpretation

of these results is important, because both the better and worse than expected analyses involved
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fitting a parameter to the BOLD data at the time of US presentation calculating how much better

or worse than particular trial was than the reward expectation, to determine whether there was a

linear increase in BOLD activity as the amount better or worse than expected increased.

As shown in Figure 4.8, which compares brain activity for worse than expected trials with

better than expected trials, we found that the better than expected regressor activated the medial

OFC and amygdala. In contrast, the worse than expected contrast activated the lateral OFC and

insula. However, an ROI analysis of the amygdala found that both the amount better and worse

than expected activated the amygdala significantly. But, the better-worse than expected contrast

also significantly activated the amygdala (p = .049, t = 2.12), and the central amygdala ROI (p =

.0157, t=2.68), meaning that there was more activity in the amygdala that reflected better than

expected reward outcomes than reflecting worse than expected outcomes.

Figure 4.8: After controlling for the main effects of US presentation, the amount a CS was better

than expected activated medial OFC and amygdala, while worse than expected outcomes activated

lateral OFC, insula and IFG.
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4.0.19 Prediction errors in SN/VTA and habenula

Given our predictions of the regions involved in encoding the dopamine dip for an unexpected

omission, as well as the well-established results showing that dopamine release transitions from the

time of the US to the time of the CS after learning, we were interested to see whether activity in the

SNc/VTA and lateral habenula was consistent with these predictions. In particular, we predicted

that the lateral habenula would show increased activity when an expected reward following the

rewarded CS was omitted, while the SNc/VTA would show reduced activity driven by this inhibitory

signal in the habenula.

However, while there was significant activation in the SN for the juice-artificial saliva contrast,

the analyses that looked at the signal in more detail were somewhat unclear. While a contrast that

collapsed across all reward presentation trials for the rewarded stimulus showed significant activity,

more specific analyses looking at whether a particular trial following the rewarded CS was rewarded

or not did not show significant effects.

In an analysis collapsing across the entire experiment, we would only expect increasing ac-

tivity in the SNc/VTA the first blocks during US presentation following the rewarded CS. After

that, subjects should have formed an association between the CS and US, and increased activity

should occur in the dopaminergic nuclei during presentation of the CS, which is consistent with the

results that were observed.

However, the trials where the rewarded CS was unexpectedly followed by no reward, should

reflect negatively valenced prediction errors when collapsing across the entire experiment. However,

we did not see significant activity in the lateral habenula during these trials, and there was also no

activity in the VTA or SNc, as might have been predicted by a temporal differences account that

does not distinguish positive and negatively valenced prediction errors.

Similarly, we also did not see clear activity signatures in the SNc/VTA or lateral habenula

for the parametric analysis looking at better or worse than expected trials. As a reminder, this

parametric analysis involved calculating a level of reward expectation for the rewarded CS (A),
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and then fitting a parameter to the BOLD data during all of the US A trials determined by the

amount a particular US event was better or worse than expected. There was not any significant

activity in the SN/VTA that increased parametrically as the amount that a particular trial was

better or worse than expected increased, and there was also a lack of significant activity in the

lateral habenula for worse than expected trials.



Chapter 5

Discussion

The main aim of the experiment involved further understanding of the brain areas involved in

reward learning. By choosing the conditioned inhibition task, we wanted to add to existing research,

building beyond reward prediction error accounts which presume to capture reward learning within

a single reward prediction error parameter fitted to multiple regions of the brain. In addition, we

hoped to decrease the widespread influence of dopamine projections on the brain areas involved in

reward learning, allowing us to evaluate hypotheses about the computational role of different brain

areas involved in the calculation of the RPE and interpret our observed activations more clearly.

5.0.20 SN/VTA and lateral habenula

The results observed in the SNc/VTA showed a highly selective pattern for the rewarded

CS both during and after the conditioning period. Activations of the SN/VTA for a rewarded

CS is a replication of previous studies showing that anticipation of a pleasant CS activated the

SN/VTA [69]. However, there was no significant activity in the SNc/VTA for the CS paired with

the Inhibitor, Inhibitor, or any of the control CSes. This result is interesting in light of theories of

conditioned inhibition because it suggests that the addition of the Inhibitor in the CS+Inhibitor

trials must have been able to inhibit the brain activity in the SNc/VTA for the rewarded CS. This

is actually consistent with the theoretical account of conditioned inhibition proposed by the PVLV

model, because it predicts that the excitatory signal for the Inhibitor cue that predicts reward

omission will excite the lateral habenula, leading to an inhibition of the dopamine neurons. The
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observed activity may also be consistent with the findings in the monkey electrophysiology study

[105], which found a short-latency burst followed by dip to the CS+Inhibitor stimulus, but it is

difficult to tell whether a lack of activity would be the expected BOLD signature of the latter

dopamine dip, given the limited temporal resolution of fMRI and the lack of other data about

dopamine levels in the SNc/VTA.

While the above results show that the SNc/VTA showed activity selective to the rewarded

CS, the results in the SNc/VTA during reward presentation are less clear. We observed activity

in an SNc ROI for the contrast comparing the juice reward presentation to the neutral solution,

consistent with other studies finding increased activity in this region for rewarding stimuli [17].

In addition, the increased dopamine activity during presentation of the reward CS over the entire

experiment is consistent with the observed result that dopamine cells fire to the CS that predicts

reward presentation after learning [93].

However, when we further divided the activity during juice reward presentation following the

reward CS across the entire experiment into rewarded and non-rewarded trials we did not see any

activity in the SNc/VTA for either condition. However, this may not be that inconsistent with our

proposed model after all since the CS association with reward was learned after the first few trials,

and activity to an unexpected omission was expected to result in a dopamine dip rather than an

excitation.

In addition, we did not find activity that was consistent with our proposed account of the

role of the habenula in learning about reward omission, as there was no differentially significant

activity in the lateral habenula for the Inhibitor and CS+Inhibitor, as all stimuli showed significant

activations. We also did not find activity in the lateral habenula when the rewarded CS was

unexpectedly followed by no reward. Similarly, we also did not see clear activity signatures in the

SNc/VTA for the parametric analysis looking at better or worse than expected trials, and found

that neither the lateral habenula or SNc/VTA increased their activity in a graded way depending

on how much worse or better than expected a given outcome was.
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5.0.21 Amygdala

Interestingly, the activations in the amygdala observed seemed to be selective to the US pre-

sentation time period, and it showed relatively little significant activity during the CS presentation

period, including no significant differences between the different types of CSes. Also, even though

the amygdala showed significant activity for both the presentation of the juice reward and the

neutral solution, there was significant activity in the contrast comparing the juice reward to the

neutral solution, showing that the juice activated the amygdala more than the neutral solution.

The lack of amygdala activity to the rewarded CS contradicts the predictions of the PVLV

model, which predicted that the central amygdala was crucial to drive anticipatory activity for the

rewarded CS. However, we did see activity in the SNc/VTA for the rewarded CS, indicating that

there was an excitatory dopamine response to the reward anticipation. Since the CeA was thought

to be crucial to drive this excitatory dopamine response, this set of results is inconsistent with the

predictions of the PVLV model.

However, the observed amygdala activity to presentation of the juice reward was not incon-

sistent with the PVLV model, which predicts that changes in the LVe weights would occur each

time the reward is presented, especially when the association between the CS and reward is first

being learned. However, we also observed activity in the amygdala during the presentation of the

neutral solution, which we did not expect because the neutral solution was thought to be affectively

neutral. While many have shown that the amygdala activates for positive and negatively valenced

events, particularly if they are motivationally salient in light of current goals [15, 56], amygdala

activity is not expected for neutral stimuli. Given the amygdala activated to both solutions, this

calls into question the affective valence of the neutral solution. Consistent with the proposed view

of the amygdala in the detection of motivational salience, several studies have found that the amyg-

dala also tracks behavioral relevance, showing increased activity for stimuli relevant to a behavioral

response, such as go stimuli in a go-no-go task or goal-relevant stimuli[90, 73, 72]. Given the impor-

tance of responding to the reward presentation trials, which required swallowing the juice reward,
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it is possible that these trials were more behaviorally relevant for subjects than the cue presentation

trials. Another related possibility could be that the presentation of either solution activated the

amygdala more than the CS presentation alone because the amygdala plays an important role in

conveying visceral sensory inputs, primarily received from ascending sensory taste inputs in the

brainstem and gustatory thalamus [80] to limbic regions in the orbital and medial prefrontal cortex

[79] which integrate this visceral information. In addition, if the neutral solution was not affectively

neutral and instead slightly aversive, this would be consistent with many studies which found that

the amygdala activates to appetitive and aversive stimuli [5, 91, 56].

5.0.22 Basal ganglia

The striatal regions identified that showed activity to juice reward presentation, particularly

the putamen and the anteroventral striatum, incorporating the ventral caudate, putamen, have been

activated in several studies for the receipt of juice rewards. [56, 87, 21]. In a previous study, the

ventral pallidum, along with the ventral striatum and hypothalamus, showed increased connectivity

with the left insula during receipt of juice compared with a negative valence stimulus.[87].

We also observed increased activity in the nucleus accumbens for the presentation of the

rewarded CS, but this only occurred in the first conditioning block. One potential explanation

for this could be that the accumbens only activates when the association of the reward CS with

reward is strongest in the first conditioning block, before the reward CS begins being paired with

the inhibitor in the conditioned inhibition blocks. However, we continue to show the rewarded CS

paired with reward in the conditioned inhibition blocks and the reward CS did drive activity in

the SNc/VTA after conditioning, so the lack of activity in the accumbens after the first block is

somewhat surprising. Other studies have found that the OFC and amygdala show habituation to

taste stimuli over the course of the experiment[69, 64] so it could also be possible that this signal

is only strong enough to drive anticipatory activity in the accumbens during the first block, but

not later blocks. The general finding that the accumbens activity reflects associations of a CS

with reward is one of the most prominent results in reward learning, and supported by numerous
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studies[39, 48, 55, 45, 69].

5.0.23 Prefrontal Cortex and Insula

There have been several different proposals for how the brain processes better and worse than

expected outcomes. In several studies of monetary reward and loss, medial OFC has been found to

correlate with positive outcome anticipations and correct trials, while lateral OFC correlated with

the anticipation of negative outcomes. [67, 48]. However, this distinction between lateral and medial

OFC has recently been challenged by recent studies showing that positive and negatively valenced

outcomes converge on the same OFC neurons. There appear to be dissociable effects of mOFC

and lOFC lesions, such that mOFC lesions impaired performance when relative values were harder

to distinguish, while lOFC lesions appear to be particularly important for credit assignment, as

lOFC lesioned animals had difficulties attributing value to the stimulus responsible for the outcome

compared with recently seen stimuli.[88].

In the conditioned inhibition study, the better and worse than expected trials occurred only

after the rewarded CS, given it was the only CS in the study with probabilistic variation in reward

delivery (all control stimuli were always followed by the neutral solution). The differential activation

of lOFC for worse than expected rewards (neutral solution after a reward CS), may have been

because credit assignment was particularly important to distinguish these trials for the neutral

solution following the neutral stimuli, while there would not have been the same conflict for juice

reward trials since they only ever followed the rewarded CS.

In general, we also observed that the vmPFC (area 25) activated for several of the conditioned

stimuli, including the rewarded CS, CS+Inhibitor and Inhibitor. Several accounts propose that the

vmPFC is involved in general purpose valuation, and vmPFC signals have consistently been shown

to fit ratings of subjective values or preferences. [88, 45, 74]. In addition, some evidence indicates

that distinct regions of the vmPFC encode positive and negative valence, with the dorsal region

of the vmPFC (also called rdACC) thought to preferentially encode responses to punishments,

while the ventral vmPFC preferentially encodes responses to rewards. [58, 86]. However, there
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have also been studies showing that vmPFC can integrate multiple dimensions of reward, including

positive and negative valence attributes, into a subjective value representation [74, 36, 2]. Bringing

these findings back to the interpretation of the brain activity in the conditioned inhibition task,

we did not observe that the CSes with different valence associations, such as the rewarded CS and

Inhibitor, were represented in different regions of the vmPFC.

Similarly, we observed activity in the insula for the rewarded CS, CS+Inhibitor and Inhibitor.

Since each of these cues were associated with a taste outcome, either the orange juice or neutral

solution, these results are consistent with research showing that the insula can encode anticipatory

information for taste stimuli. [49]. In addition, we also observed activity in the insula during the

presentation of the juice reward and the neutral solution. This is consistent with several studies

that have found activation of the insula during receipt of taste stimuli [65, 69, 56, 87]. One view of

the role of the insula is that it represents interoceptive awareness of bodily states [14], and integrates

this with computations of the risk and uncertainty of these bodily states [99]. This explanation

would be consistent with the observed activity during receipt of the juice reward and the neutral

solution, as well as the activity observed during cues that predict these outcomes. Finally, the

insula also showed brain activity during outcome presentation that increased parametrically as

amount an outcome was worse than expected increased. We did not find that anticipatory activity

when viewing the CSes varied differentially depending on the valence of the CS, contradicting

some studies showing that insula activity decreased during anticipation of positive valence rewards

[37], but consistent with other studies showing that the insula encodes shows overlapping activity

during the prediction and receipt of many different types of taste outcomes[65, 69, 56, 87]. Also, the

observed activity in the insula for worse than expected outcomes is consistent with other studies

that have observed insula activity during aversive prediction errors or negative valence outcomes

[96, 48, 65].
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5.0.24 Conclusion

By running a conditioned inhibition study that included conditions where dopamine signaling

was canceled or greatly reduced, we were able to add to previous literature that has mostly focused

on understanding the neural mechanisms of reward prediction error without taking into account

the confounding influence of downstream dopamine projections. In addition, using this paradigm

allowed us to test the predictions of our computational model, PVLV, which makes specific pre-

dictions about the brain areas involved in the computation of reward prediction errors. We were

also interested in running this study because it allowed us to examine the neural mechanisms of

reward omission learning, which we predicted would recruit circuitry in the lateral habenula that

also plays a role in negative valence learning.

We observed several results that were consistent with the predictions of the PVLV model. We

observed a selective activation of the SNc/VTA for the rewarded CS and none of the other stimuli,

which is consistent with the proposed explanation of conditioned inhibition in the PVLV model as

well as electrophysiological data[105] showing that dopamine neurons respond to the CS+Inhibitor

with decreased activity. There was also activity in the SNc/VTA for a contrast comparing the juice

reward with the neutral solution.

We also observed activity in the ventral striatum for the rewarded CS in the first conditioning

block as well as activity in the amygdala during the presentation of the juice reward, both of which

are results consistent with the proposed roles of these regions in learning about rewards proposed by

PVLV. However, we observed several results that were inconsistent with our predictions, including

a lack of activity in the amygdala for the conditions involving the reward CS. In particular, the

amygdala showed activity during US presentation, which was significant for both the juice reward

and the neutral solution, but there was more overall activity for the juice reward.

Overall, there are several limitations to this study that should be addressed, and may have

influenced some of the contradictory predictions we observed. In particular, there was a temporal

correlation between the CS and US in the design, which was done to avoid introducing temporal
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prediction errors into the learning, but makes it difficult to resolve whether the observed activity

seen in temporally contiguous continuous, such as CS and US presentation, can truly be attributed

to those stimuli. In addition, we were interested in the brain activity in small subcortical ROIs,

including several regions such as the SNc/VTA, lateral habenula and amygdala that can be highly

influenced by physiological noise as well as signal dropout. In addition, many of these regions are

often difficult to localize with standard ROI analysis approaches. There were also some limitations

with the behavioral study, as we did not collect subjective ratings of reward pleasantness during

the study and therefore cannot be sure that the juice was truly rewarding for all subjects, though

we did screen for people who disliked orange juice. Similarly, the lack of ratings for the neutral

solution makes it difficult to tell whether that solution was truly neutral or may have been slightly

aversive.

To address some of these limitations, we have designed a follow up study that extended this

conditioned inhibition paradigm to monetary rewards, following several studies showing substantial

overlap between brain mechanisms involved in processing primary taste rewards and monetary

rewards [47, 56, 45]. We also collected subjective ratings of reward expectation at the end of each

block to screen for subjects who did not appear to be learning the reward associations. To account

for the shortcomings of the current study, we varied the jitter between events more to decrease the

correlation between the regressors for the CS and US. We also used a shorter TR (about 500 ms)

and collected physiological data, to better filter out the noise in brainstem areas. However, due to

the particular features of the non-standard sequence used for this new study, the data is slightly

noisier and needs further analysis. To hopefully aid in this endeavor, this study includes additional

tasks that should aid with quality control, including a breath hold task and functional localizer.

We have described how the current state of the field in reward learning can benefit from

studies that allow us to further examine the computational role of different areas in the reward

prediction error. In addition, lots more research is needed on the mechanisms involved in appetitive

and aversive learning, particularly as this remains relatively unclear in several areas such as the

amygdala and insula that show activity across both valences. A lot of this work can benefit from
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drawing on animal models, and drawing on detailed mapping of the circuitry involved to make

detailed predictions about the computational role of different areas. In our view, a productive

way forward involves joint development of computational models of the brain areas involved in

these learning tasks, along with experimental paradigms that allow us to test and refine these

models by making it possible to dissociate positive and negative valence representations, either

behaviorally as in conditioned inhibition or at the analysis stage using advanced techniques such as

machine learning. By moving beyond the single parameter of the reward prediction error common

in TD learning, and further creating and testing biological models of limbic circuitry such as

PVLV, we can better understand how the emotional brain works for both healthy individuals

and in dysfunctional brains, moving the field forward scientifically and expanding our current

understanding of neurological and psychological disorders.
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Appendix A

Modeling equations: PVLV and Rescorla-Wagner

A.0.25 Rescorla-Wagner model of reward learning

4V = αβ(λ− V ) (A.1)

V represents the associative strength of the current cue, α represents the associability of A and

depends on the cure’s intensity or salience, β is learning rate parameter reflecting the intensity of

the US and λ represents the maximum amount of conditioning supported by that US (Bush and

Mosteller as cited in [42]. Therefore, associative change in Rescorla Wagner learning is determined

by the error term capturing how well the US is predicted by the CS.

A.0.26 PVLV model: simulating positive and negative valence

In all equations, the ε parameter captures the current learning rate.

(1) Primary value/change in PV: The PVLV model calculates the change in PV by looking at

the difference between PVe (the current PV) and PVi (the expected PV).

δpv = (PV e− PV i) (A.2)

(2) PV learning: Changes in PV weights for CSes are calculated based on the difference be-

tween PVe (the current PV) and PVi (the expected PV), causing weight changes if PVe is

substantially different than PVi. Similarly, the PVi system can learn positive and negative
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weights for CSes to account for positive and negative valence PVes. W(i,g) represents the

sending weight for the current unit with activation xi.

∆wig = ε (PV e− PV i)xi (A.3)

(3) LV learning: Similarly, the PVLV model learns a change in LVe weights for a CS only when

a PVe is present and figures out how to change the LVe weights based on the difference

between the current PVe (or value of the current US) and the previous LVe weight for that

CS. W(i,g) represents the sending weight for the current unit with activation xi.

∆wig = ε (PV e− LV e)xi iff PV > 0 (A.4)



Appendix B

Simulation diagrams of conditioned inhibition

While learning about a positively valenced rewarded CS in PVLV, the model increases the

PVI weights (which learn to inhibit anticipated rewards at the time of US), and the LVe weights

(which learn positive and negative associations with reward (LVe+ and LVe-, respectively).
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B.0.27 LVe (central amygdala) at time of CS

Figure B.1: Repeated pairings of the CS (A) with reward causes the LVe+ weights for the CS to

increase. In this diagram, the learning rate was increased to simulate the effect of learning over

several trials in one trial.
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B.0.28 PVi learning for rewarded CS

Figure B.2: Repeated pairings of the CS+Inhibitor pair followed by no reward cause PVLV to learn

a negatively valenced weight for the CS+Inhibitor.
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B.0.29 VTA learning for rewarded CS

Figure B.3: Over repeated pairings of the CS with reward, the VTA first shows activity to a

positively valenced US, due to PVe weights influencing dopamine. After repeated learning, this

dopamine release moves from the time of the reward US to the CS that reliably predicts the

reward. This is a joint function of the PVi weights, which inhibit dopamine firing at the time of

the US for predicted rewards (see Figure B.0.28), and the LVe weights (see figure B.0.27), which

influence dopamine release at the time of the CS for CSes that predict reward.
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B.0.30 Conditioned inhibition learning

Figure B.4: Similarly, once the model has learned the LVe and PVi weights for the rewarded CS,

to cause DA release to the CS, and PVi weights to inhibit the dopamine firing for the predicted

reward, the model can then learn conditioned inhibition. Once the model has a positive LV for

the reward CS, when it sees the CS+Inhibitor it begins to learn a negatively valenced prediction

(LVe-) for the Inhibitor, due to differences between the predicted reward and the received reward

(see A.3). In this diagram, the learning rate was also increased to simulate the effect of learning

over several trials in one trial.


